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Bacterial community in African
catfish (Clarias gariepinus)
recirculating aquaculture systems
under different stocking densities

Júlia Clols-Fuentes1*, Julien A. Nguinkal2, Patrick Unger1,
Bernd Kreikemeyer3 and Harry W. Palm1

1Aquaculture and Sea-Ranching, Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, University of
Rostock, Rostock, Germany, 2Institute of Genome Biology, Research Institute for Farm Animal Biology,
Dummerstorf, Germany, 3Institute of Medical Microbiology, Virology and Hygiene University Medicine
Rostock (UMR), Rostock, Germany
Fish farming in Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS) is a sustainable and

efficient practice to produce fish. Knowledge of microbial communities,

particularly harmful pathogens on fish, is required to better understand

microbiological processes occurring at different RAS compartments and to

optimize the overall RAS management. In this study, we assessed the influence

of different Clarias gariepinus stocking densities in RAS on the water microbiome

composition. Molecular targeting the V3-V4 16S rRNA hypervariable region was

used to infer Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASV), identify microbes, and assess their

abundance and diversity. We identified bacterial pathogens in the rearing

environment associated with common fish farming practices. Our findings show

that microbiomes differ across all systems (high, medium and low stocking

densities) and within sampling points (water inflow, outflow and sedimentation

tank). The medium-density system had the most fish biomass, resulting in high

ASVs cumulative abundance. In water samples from high- and low-density

systems, we discovered a wide range of phyla, with Mycobacterium sp. being

the most common potentially pathogenic group. We discuss the effects of fish

biomass and water physicochemical properties on the microbiome.

KEYWORDS

RAS, aquaculture, stocking density, pathogens, fish farming, water microbiome,
opportunistic pathogens
1 Introduction

During the last century the demand for fisheries products has increased considerably,

leading to the rapid development of the aquaculture sector (Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations, 2022). Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS) are

designed for intensive fish farming and a suitable practice for providing the increasing

demand for fish (Badiola et al., 2012). Clarias gariepinus (Burchell, 1822) is an ideal fish for

land-based closed aquaculture systems. It tolerates wide ranges of temperature, salinity, and
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low concentrations of dissolved oxygen (Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations, 2022). This extreme robustness

is supported by the ability to breathe atmospheric oxygen. It can also

sustain adverse environmental changes when kept under high

stocking densities, since they show agonist behavioral responses

(Van de Nieuwegiessen et al., 2010; Vera et al., 2011). To date,

Brazil, Hungary, The Netherlands, Arab Republic, Syria, Cameroon,

Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, and South Africa are considered top producing

countries (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,

2021), while its production in Germany reached 806,734 t in 2021

(Destatis Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020).

To maintain optimal conditions for rearing fish in RAS it is vital

to prevent physiological stress and/or microbial infections. RAS must

ensure efficient recirculation and wastewater treatment because it

undergoes biochemical and biological changes resulting from fish

metabolism, stocking densities, bacterial metabolism, feeding regime,

management routine and others (Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations, 1992; Keramat, 2008). Water quality basically

relies on physicochemical water parameters such as O2, nitrogen,

phosphorus and CO2 concentration, but also on the microbial

community (Jegatheesan et al., 2011; Lucas and Southgate, 2012).

The ability of microorganisms to aerobically and anaerobically

remove ammonium, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate and oxygen from

wastewater is well documented in freshwater aquaculture systems

(Jegatheesan et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Ni et al., 2018;

Li et al., 2020). The bacteria forming these communities are generally

classified depending on their metabolic role as heterotrophic, which

metabolize organic matter in aerobic conditions, and nitrifying

bacteria, which are involved in the nitrogen cycle. In intensive

systems the accumulation of organic compounds promotes the

growth and selection of heterotrophs, resulting in a higher total

bacterial load, unstable microbial communities, and certain water

conditions which can negatively affect fish health and performance

(Subhash et al., 2007; Bhakta et al., 2010; Subhash and Lipton, 2010;

Califano et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019).

Unlike nitrifying bacteria, certain heterotrophic bacteria present

in the system are capable of infecting fish (Shi et al., 2012; Lee et al.,

2016). For instance, some of these opportunistic and pathogenic

bacteria infecting freshwater fish belong to Aeromonas sp.,

Pseudomonas sp., Flavobacterium sp., Streptococcus sp., Shewanella

sp., or Staphylococcus sp. (Pękala-Safińska, 2018). Some important

pathogens reported in Catfish culture are Edwardsiella ictaluri,

Aeromonas sp. and Flavobacterium columnare (Wise et al., 2021).

Several disease agents can infect the host due to a combination of

factors, which include poor immune status of fish, adverse

environmental conditions and the pathogen’s virulence. Such viral

or bacterial disease outbreaks and parasite infections also imply

economic losses for the production (Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations, 1992; Keramat, 2008).

Infections caused by these harmful agents are linked to

environmental conditions and influence each other directly. Fish

reared in aquaculture systems seem to be more vulnerable and

susceptible to pathogen infections than wild fish (Hennersdorf

et al., 2016). Though bite wounds are regularly recorded on the

cultivated fish (Baßmann et al., 2017), Clarias gariepinus skin lesions

are rapidly healed (Baßmann et al., 2020), so the risk to initiate an
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infection and a subsequent disease outbreak would be reduced. It is

unclear whereas this attribute is caused by the general holding

conditions or by the presence/absence of specific beneficial or

pathogenic bacteria.

The description of microbial communities and their influence on

water quality under various operation conditions in Catfish commercial

aquaculture systems remains poorly understood. Little has been

documented in shellfish (Subhash et al., 2007; Subhash and Lipton,

2010; Liu et al., 2019; ), and other larval or fish productions (Bhakta

et al., 2010; Califano et al., 2017; Dahle et al., 2022). Water microbiota

may also differ between different subunits of the RAS, i.e., fish tank,

drum filter, sediment tank or biofilter, where distinct water nutrients

and bacterial metabolic products are observed (Schmauz et al., 2017).

Progress may lead to the development of a balanced microbiota

community that could contribute to water purification and fish

welfare, resulting in a healthier and more efficient production system

(Mannan et al., 2012; Abdel-Wahed et al., 2018). The FishGlassHouse

at Rostock University allows experimental studies of commercial

African catfish cultivation under different stocking densities. Its RAS

has been studied for nutrient dynamics, element and energy pathways

(Palm et al., 2018), and organic matter composition and phosphorus

speciation of solid waste (Prüter et al., 2020). The present study aims to

describe the microorganisms’ community composition during a C.

gariepinus rearing trial, testing three different stocking densities

(extensive, semi-intensive and intensive), by sequencing the 16S

rRNA genes amplified from water samples. We compared general

community composition and potentially pathogenic bacteria groups

between sample type and system at phyla, family and genera

taxonomical levels. This knowledge can be used to develop African

Catfish commercial RAS further, detecting potential shifts of the

microorganism’s populations with increasing stocking densities and

potential implications on the fish health status and performance.
2 Material and methods

2.1 Sample collection, storage

The analyses of the water microbiome took place at the

aquaculture and aquaponics research facility “FishGlassHouse”

(FGH, PAL Anlagenbau GmbH, Germany) at University of Rostock

(Germany), Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences. The

facility consists of three warm water recirculating aquaculture systems

(RAS) which are connected to different hydroponic subunits

(Figure 1). Each RAS consists of the same basic components: a) fish

tanks with a total water volume of 9 m3 (n=9), b) settling tank with

lamella inserts (n=1), c) pump-sump (n=1), d) UV-lamp (n=1) e)

trickling filter (n=1) and f) trickling filter-sump (n=1) (for detailed

specifications see Palm et al., 2018). Water parameters measured in

triplicate at each sampling date included water temperature (°C),

dissolved oxygen (%), pH, salinity (‰), conductivity (µS cm-1) and

redox potential (mV) (Table 1). Fish was fed by automated feeders

with the commercial feed “Skretting Meerval” France including 43.6%

protein, 13.8% fat, 22.3% carbohydrates, 8.9% ash and 1.8% fiber. The

daily feed ratio was adjusted following a feeding curve for commercial

systems (PAL Anlagenbau GmbH, Germany).
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Samples from the intensive RAS (S1) were obtained on the 24th of

September 2018 and 13th of November 2018, with 81.65 kg/m3 of fish

distributed in 9 tanks and 53.80 kg/m3 of fish distributed at 6 tanks

respectively. The semi-intensive system (S2) was sampled on the 9th of

January 2019 and had 88.97 kg/m3 of fish in 9 tanks, and the extensive

system (S3) on the 13th of November 2018 with 18.18kg/m3
fish in 6

production tanks. African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) was stocked at

three different densities; low at the extensive system (25 individuals/

m3), medium at the semi-intensive system (70 ind./m3) and high at

the intensive system (120-130 ind./m3). The sampling design followed

the regular stocking in the commercially run FishGlassHouse, so as to

sample at different stocking situations inside the systems. All fish was

obtained from the same hatchery (Fishzucht abtshagen GmbH & Co.,

Germany). On the 24th September 2018, a first bacterial sample was
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taken from the intensive system only under maximum possible fish

load and staggered production, with 3 batches of fish and one of them

directly before harvesting with a maximum average weight of about

1.9 kg. After harvesting and six weeks later (13th November 2018), a

comparative sample was taken inside the staggered extensive and

intensive systems with two fish batches each of the same size classes,

reaching an average weight of about 0.7 kg and 1.0 kg. Three tanks

were still unstocked. Finally, a third sampling was taken inside the

semi-intensive system at its maximal possible stocking density

directly before harvesting 9 fish tanks with an average fish size of

2.1 kg.

Water was sampled from each system by the aseptic collection of

1000 ml water in sterile containers. Three sampling points were

considered: a) the filtered water that circulates to the entry of the fish
FIGURE 1

Schematic diagram of the three aquaculture units (RAS) from the research facility “FishGlassHouse”) at the University of Rostock. Water flow direction is
represented in arrows.
TABLE 1 Mean values of physicochemical water parameters measured from each system (intensive, semi-intensive and extensive) at each sampling date.

Intensive Semi-intensive Extensive

O2 (mg/L) 7.12 (6.92-7.42) 6.31 7.63

O2 (%) 85.3 (82.5-87.2) 79.3 95.1

Temperature (°C) 24.4 (23.3-25.6) 26.9 26.7

pH 4.68 (3.69-6.54) 4.07 7.34

Salinity (‰) 1.42 (1.19-1.79) 2.02 0.59

Conductivity (µS cm- 1) 1,700 (2,330-3,370) 3,980 1,238

Redox (mV) 207.87 (131.2-266) 203.3 169
f

The range of values (minimum-maximum) appear in brackets.
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tanks, named as water inflow, b) water that leaves the fish tanks and

enters the sedimentation tank, named as water outflow, and c) the

water from the sedimentation compartment before entering the

biofiltration, or sedimenter water. Samples were directly transported

to the laboratory and filtered using a millipore filter with the fineness

of 0.22mm (Merck Millipore KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). The

supernatant in the filters of each sample was stored at -20°C.
2.2 DNA extraction, library preparation
and sequencing

Samples from the filters were fixed in 1ml Lysis buffer and DNA

was extracted using the DNeasy Power Water Kit (Qiagen GmbH,

Hilden, Germany) by following the manufacturer’s instructions. The

V3-V4 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using

universal primers 515F (5´- TCG-TCG-GCA-GCG-TCA-GAT-GTG-

TAT-AAG-AGA-CAG-GTG-CCA-GCM-GCC-GCG- GTA-A -3´,

including adapter sequences) and 806R (5´- GTC-TCG-TGG-GCT-

CGG-AGA-TGT- GTA-TAA-GAG-ACA-GGG-ACT-ACH-VGG-

GTW-TCT-AAT -3´, including adapter sequences). Amplicon PCR,

PCR clean-up, index PCR and second clean- up and final library

dilution was performed essentially as described in the appropriate

Illumina protocol (www.illumina.com, 16S Metagenomic Library

Prep Guide). For each sample and a negative control, PCR reactions

were performed with 2.5µl of forward and 2.5µl of reverse primers, 25µl

2xKAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix, 15µl H2O and 5ng/µl gDNA. The

amplification protocol followed the Illumina protocol mentioned

above. Successful amplification and amplicon size of each PCR

product was checked using a Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 chip. PCR

clean-up used AMPure XP beads. Again, index PCR, purification and

final amplicon size check after the index PCR was essentially done as

outlined in the Illumina protocol and size and quality was again

determined by Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 chips. Individual sequencing

libraries were pooled and 6.5 pM of the final library pool was subjected

to paired end sequencing using an Illumina 600v3 sequencing kit on an

Illumina MiSeq system. A density of 586 K/mm2 clusters was reached

on the sequencing cell. A total of 12,794,957 amplicon reads was

achieved, of which 11,751,581 reads were passing the quality filter.
2.3 Bioinformatics and statistical analyses

A total of 21,148,953 paired-end reads (250 bp) were obtained in

FASTQ format from an Illumina MiSeq platform. Adapter sequences

were removed from the raw sequencing reads using the trimming tool

fastp (Chen et al., 2018a). Adapter-free paired-end reads were

processed using the DADA2 pipeline (v 1.1.6), following the

workflow described in Callahan et al. (2016). DADA2 method is an

algorithm that infers higher-resolution error-free sequences, called

amplicon sequences variants (ASV), from the library of noisy short

reads generated by amplicon sequencing. It is analog to the traditional

operational taxonomic unit (OTU), though it can resolve sequencing

errors and infer true biological sequences in the sample.

Raw reads were filtered by removing reads with more than two

expected errors and reads with undetermined bases. We truncated the
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
forward and reverse strands after visually inspecting the read quality

profiles, removing the first four and last 12 bases, respectively. The

error model for the dataset was then learned, and paired reads were

merged together to produce fully denoised contig sequences. At this

point, we removed chimeric contigs and created the amplicon

sequence variant (ASV) table. DADA2’s naive Bayesian classifier

method was used to perform the taxonomic classification of the

ASVs. We used the DADA2-formatted 16S rRNA Silva reference

database for taxonomic assignment from kingdom to genus level. Our

sequences are deposited at the National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI) under the accession number PRJNA875290.

Statistical analyses were performed at phylum, family, and genus

levels using different packages in R version 4.1, and customed R

scripts. We estimated sample richness, and alpha and beta diversities.

To visualize ordination and clustering among samples, we ran

principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) using weighted UniFrac

distances. Heatmaps were further generated for the most abundant

phyla and genera. We used DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) to perform

differential abundance (DA) analysis to determine the enrichment of

ASVSs at various stocking densities. Statistical significance tests were

limited to pairwise comparisons of systems with different levels of

stocking density. ASVs with a significant enrichment have a false

discovery rate (FDR) of less than 5% and a fold change of at least four.
3 Results

3.1 Abundances at phyla level

The microorganism’s community dynamics included in Bacteria

and Archaea domains from water samples between different systems

(intensive or high-density, semi-intensive or medium-density, and

extensive or low-density) was evaluated from the inflow, outflow and

sedimenter water. Overall, phyla that showed to have the highest

actual abundance from all types of samples were Proteobacteria and

Bacteroidetes. The medium-density system (S2) had the highest

cumulative abundance of ASVs (Amplicon Sequence Variant),

followed by the high-density and low-density system in descending

order (Figure 2). Amplicon Sequence Variants represented 42 phyla,

384 families, and 1,191 genera, where Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes

and Firmicutes comprise the majority (average 66%) of the ASVs

actual abundance in all samples and systems. The 15 most abundant

ASVs analyzed from all samples correspond to the following phyla, in

descending order; Proteobacteria (30.63%), Bacteroidetes (24.76%),

Firmicutes (10.79%), Actinobacteria (10.62%), Fusobacteria (8.04%),

Parcubacteria (4.88%), Verrucomicrobia (2.00%), Planctomycetes

(1.71%), Candidatus Saccharibacteria (1.62%), Chloroflexi (0.99%),

Chlamydiae (0.93%), Acidobacteria (0.57%), Nitrospirae (0.44%),

Armatimonadetes (0.43%) and Euryarchaeota (0.24%) (Figure 2).

Same order is followed for those phyla which have a contribution

>1% when obtaining relative abundances (Figure 3). Exceptionally,

Proteobacteria appeared to be the only dominant phyla at the

sedimenter samples from the low-density system (S3), and at the

outflow water samples from the high-density system (S1) (Figure 2).

Also, high relative abundance was obtained of these phyla at its

belonging group (Figure 3).
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3.2 Differential abundance analysis

The differential abundance analysis quantifies the difference in

abundance between all ASVs pairs. We identified several genera with

varying abundances in relation to stocking density (Figure 4 and

Supplementary Table 2). A large majority of ASVs (n=142) exhibit

significant abundance differences between S2 (medium-density) and

S3 (low-density) (Figure 4E). A high amount of ASVs (n=102) are

also significantly different in abundance between S1 and S2

(Figure 4A), contrary to the results obtained when comparing S1

with S3, where only 14 ASVs are significantly abundant (Figure 4C).

For instance, S2 is highly enriched with Mycobacterium when

compared to S3 (Figure 4D). Limnohabitans is significantly

abundant in S3 compared to S2, but not shared with S1

(Figure 4F). A comprehensive list of differentially abundant ASVs is

provided in Supplementary Table 2.
3.3 Diversity values

In order to assess the bacterial community diversity, the diversity

was measured by Shannon- Wiener Diversity Index and Simpson

Diversity Index. The alpha-diversity was significantly higher at S2

compared to S3 (p-value ≤ 0.0001), and to S1 (p-value ≤ 0.05)

(Supplementary Figure 1). Three different groups resulted from the

beta-diversity values obtained within phyla taxonomical classification

(Figure 5). All samples from S2 were grouped with less disparate

separation between them, which means the bacterial community

between samples was closely related. S1 and S3 seem to be

correlated, in particular, inflow and sediments samples (Figure 5).
3.4 Abundances at phyla level on a heatmap

At the high-density system (S1), the phyla with a high number of

ASVs differed between sample points (Figure 6). The few dominant phyla

observed in water inflow from this system were Gemmatimonadetes,
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
Spirochaetes, and Nitrospirae. Also very few phyla appeared to be

dominant at outflow water samples, although those phyla were

Verrucomcrobia, Proteobacteria, Crenarchaeota, Saccharibacteria, and

Chlamydiae. Samples from the sedimenter showed another pattern,

where the abundance of bacteria is encountered in several phyla. In

the medium-density system (S2), abundance values tended to be similar

at each phylum between sample groups. High differences in abundance

between phyla and sample were shown in the low-density system (S3).

Generally, different phyla abundances changed between water inflow and

water outflow samples, whereas mainly Bacteroidetes, Fusobacteria, and

Aquificae tended to be the dominant phyla in sedimenter (Figure 6).

Actinobacteria, Elusimicrobia, Woesearchaeota, Chlorobi,

Euryarchaeota, and Paracubacteria showed an increase in abundance

when water leaves the fish tanks, although this pattern was not shared

within all sampling points. For instance, sample point W24 shared big

dissimilarities of abundances between the other water outflow sample

points (Figure 6).
3.5 Potentially pathogenic groups

Genus of potentially pathogenic bacteria identified were

Mycobacterium, Pseudomonas, Edwardsiella, Flavobacterium,

Yersinia, Rickettsia and Aeromonas. Those genus detected belong

rather to Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes or Actinobacteria, which

appeared to have the greatest actual abundance in all samples

(Figure 2). Therefore, to analyze which bacteria present in the

system could potentially cause a disease outbreak, the genus of the

most well reported fish pathogenic bacterial genus was considered

and represented on two bar plots (Figures 7, 8). ASVs abundance that

corresponded to pathogenic bacteria reached the highest values in

samples from the high-density system (S1), specifically at water

outflow samples and from the phyla Mycobacterium (Figure 7). The

actual abundance of all phylum at the medium-density system (S2)

was relatively high, and similar between sample points. Contrarily to

S1, at low-density system (S3) values remained remarkably low except

in two samples from the sedimenter.
FIGURE 2

Actual abundances of all bacterial phyla present in water outflow, water inflow and sediment samples from three different systems: intensive, semi-
intensive and extensive. The lateral axis shows the actual abundance of each phyla, and the vertical axis shows the name of each system.
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4 Discussion

Bacterial communities in Recirculating Aquaculture Systems

(RAS) are of great complexity and should be valued for

management strategies and hygienic practices. In this study the

samplings covered typical and widely different possible scenarios

which are commonly described at commercial productions,

including seasons of extremely high fish stocking densities before or

after batch harvesting, and seasons of low densities. Thus, we describe

how the bacterial community is shifting to the conditions which result

from different fish weight, and fish stocking densities within different

compartments of the units. Here we detected 42 phyla in three sample

categories, which are characterized by different stocking densities of

C. gariepinus. Our RAS showed how the microbial community

composition changed between systems and consisted of several

taxonomic groups being rare and few being common. This fact was

evidenced by obtaining significantly low Shannon diversity indices at

the high- and low-density systems compared to the medium-

density system.

Fish stocking density is a factor that strongly impacts the bacterial

community, and its changes often depend on nutrient availability. It

was evidenced how all RAS from our facility show daily changes at the
Frontiers in Marine Science frontiersin.org06
FIGURE 3

Mean relative abundances of all bacterial phyla present in water
outflow, water inflow and sediment samples from three different
systems: intensive, semi-intensive and extensive. The lateral axis shows
the sample names, and the vertical axis shows the relative abundance
of each phyla.
A

B D
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C

FIGURE 4

The difference in abundance of each genus between stocking density systems was tested using Generalized linear models with FDR 0.05 and logFC > 3.
MA plots (A, C), (E) depict system-wide differential abundance between high (S1) and medium (S2), high (S1) and S3 (low), and medium (S2) and low (S3).
Mean relative abundances (CPM) were calculated and plotted against log2 fold changes for all features in each system, including lowly and highly
enriched ASVs. (B, D), (F) are examples of genera that are specific to each stocking density level.
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proportions of nutrients, although ratios were stable over long time

spans (Palm et al., 2018). Concentration of certain elements derived

from N, P and other nutrients such as potassium, calcium or

magnesium increased at high fish stocking densities, although these

fluctuations do not exceed a defined range (Palm et al., 2018). For

instance, it has been reported how high fish stocking densities led to

an increase of biogeochemical cycling bacterial populations (Bhakta

et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2018b), resulting in decreased biodiversity. In

our medium-density system (S2) the amount of kg/m3 of fish was the

highest from all systems at the time of sampling and in the weeks

before (Figure 9 and Supplementary Table 1), implying low DO, low

pH, accumulation of organic materials, and increase of chemical

compounds such as N, P or K. Such situation was reported at the same

system and same stocking densities by Palm et al. (2018). Fish

metabolism produces ammonium, which is oxidized during the

biofiltration process. This process releases hydrogen ions, that

decrease pH, as well as CO2 which shifts the carbonate system

towards a lower pH (Shanahan and Semmens, 2015). When high

amounts of organic carbon are available, heterotrophic bacteria may

overgrow and outcompete nitrifiers for available oxygen and space,

which reduces the nitrification rate (Michaud et al., 2006). Some

community descriptors which define this community shift could be

the abundance of ASVs and diversity indices. In S2 we observed the

highest actual abundance of ASVs and the highest Shannon diversity

indices of all systems, which evidenced a single cluster with low

disparate separation between points (Figure 5) and alpha- diversity

significantly different to the values obtained at S1 and S3

(Supplementary Figure 1). Thus, its microbial community is the

most evenly distributed compared to the other RAS, even if the kg

of fish/m3 are the highest. Candidate phylum Omnitrophica,

Aquificae and Chromatiaceae were the highly abundant groups

identified at all compartments of S2 (Figure 5), and are considered

as sulfur cycling groups (Gupta, 2014; Rosenberg, 2014; Hahn et al.,

2022). Other abundant groups were Rhodospiri l laceae,

Armatimonadetes or Firmicutes, which are considered heteotrophic

families but also include metabolically versatile species that have been

isolated from a big variety of habitats, such as freshwater, activated

sludge or soil (Lee et al., 2014; Pujalte et al., 2014; Mehrani et al.,

2020). Nitrifiers were less abundant but also present in this system.
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Those belong to some families included in Proteobacteria phylum,

such as Hydrogenophilaceae (Orlygsson and Kristjansson, 2014) or

Alcaligenaceae (Rosenberg, 2014). Although the optimum pH for

nitrification process is pH 7.6- 7.8, groups of nitrifiers were frequently

detected at environments with pH around 4, showing a certain

versatile metabolism (Schmidt et al., 2002). In our case, some of

those microorganisms at S2 with pH=4,07 were able to complete this

process under oxygen limited conditions, which is important to

maintain proper levels of ammonia in the water.

The high-density and low-density systems showed different

patterns, as taxonomic abundances of certain dominant phyla, such

as Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes or Fusobacteria, tended to change

between in- and outflow water (Figures 2, 3). Those differences are

again evidenced as different clusters at the representation of beta-

diversity (Figure 5). Same variations were again evidenced at most of
FIGURE 5

Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) plot on the UniFrac distance matrix generated from taxon abundances and beta diversity from microbiome
communities of water samples from S1, S2 and S3. Points that are closer together on the ordination have communities that are more similar.
FIGURE 6

Heatmap showing the relative abundances of ASVs from water inflow,
water outflow and sediment at intensive, semi-intensive and extensive
systems. The taxonomy of ASVs (phyla) appears on the left. Differential
abundances appear in two colors, red and blue, corresponding to low and
high abundance of ASVs in the phyla respectively. High intensity colors
denote in which sample the ASVs are more abundant. The legend on the
right indicates the range of colors that represent each abundance (from -2
to 2) and the types of systems and samples. S1: high-density system; S2:
medium-density system; S3: Low-density system.
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the families represented on the heatmap (Figure 6) and the differential

abundances graphs (Figures 4A, E). The fact that the sampling for S1

was scheduled at different times showed how this dynamical shift of

the microbial population was observed over the fish production

phase. Variability was only observed within the different RAS

compartments thus their alpha-diversity values do not differ

statistically (Supplementary Figure 1). Heterogeneity of

communities is usually attributed to changes in environmental

factors, such as temperature, conductivity (Krotman et al., 2020) or
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
water treatment processes (Ma et al., 2017). Our study comparing

systems with different fish biomass is a clear example of this

community structural variability, where microbial community

changes within a production unit could be attributed to fish

biomass, fish metabolism, fish skin microbiome and/or amount of

feed. Additionally, in the long list of factors that characterizes water

quality (temperature, DO concentration, organic matter), some

strongly shape aquatic microbial communities and also shift due to

its microbiome (Bentzon-Tilia et al., 2016).

In both systems, bacteria encountered at the sedimenter

compartment play other roles which may define its community

separately from the other water communities. The dominant

families encountered at the high- and low- densities have been

attributed to several ecological functions. For example, groups

strongly detected at sedimenter samples from S1, are highly

abundant at water samples from S3, specifically at the outflow

water. These dominant groups at S3 correspond to Elusimicrobia

(Méheust et al., 2020), recognised as heterotroph or nitrite/nitrate

reductor, the photoheterotroph group Chlorobi (Bryant and Liu,

2013), the phosphorous removal group Actinobacteria (Seviour

et al., 2008), the methanogen Euyarchaeota (Zou et al., 2020), or

the nitrite- oxydizing groups Nitrospiraceae (Liu et al., 2015) and

Woesearchaeota (Liu et al., 2021). Proteobacteria families were most

frequently found in the sedimenter water of S3 and are essentially

involved in sulfate reduction, sulfur oxidation and nitrogen fixation

(Kersters et al., 2006). Exceptionally, Fusobacteria is the third most

abundant phyla at the S3 sedimenter and appears to mainly colonize

microaerobic habitats such as fish microbiomes and feces (Schmautz

et al., 2017). This big diversity of ecological functions contributes to

the reduction of reactive nitrogen species and other residual

compounds produced by fish metabolism, which ensures a balanced

microbial ecosystem and more proper water conditions for fish

performance at all systems. High abundances of these previous

phyla were also obtained in other studies and showed moderate

variations depending on fish density, although each RAS model

studied differed from one another (Cheng et al., 2014; Chen et al.,

2018b; Patin et al., 2018).

At S1, phyla such as Chloroflexi, Ignavibacteriae, Actinobacteria

or Parcubacteria appeared highly abundant in the sedimenter but not

in inflow and outflow samples, contrary to the S3. Most of the

dominant families detected at inflow and outflow water samples at

S1 were heterotrophic (Saccharibacteria, Pacearchaeota,

Gemmatimonadetes and Spirochaetes) or participate at the nitrogen

cycle (Crenarchaeota, Omnitrophica and some Proteobacteria

families). It is relatively important in a RAS aquaculture system to

have data of the microbiome when working at high fish densities and

biomass, since some highly abundant heterotrophs detected, such as

Edwardiella or Yersinia, are considered pathogenic agents for fish

(Stride et al., 2014; Pawlikowska-Warych and Deptuła, 2016). Our

results showed how the actual abundance of certain genera of bacteria

which could be potential pathogens for fish was higher in the S2,

where fish biomass was also the highest, so fish may be exposed to a

higher bacterial load. Fish biomass was higher at S2 compared to the

other systems, which means water conditions were comparable to the

ones reported at the high-density system on the previous months

before the sampling, which was reported at Palm et al. (2018).

Resulting from these system conditions, the most abundant
FIGURE 7

Actual abundances of ASVs corresponding to several potentially
pathogenic bacterial genera. Each plot bar correspond to a sampling
point from the high- (S1), medium- (S2) and low-density (S3) systems.
FIGURE 8

Actual abundances of ASVs corresponding to several potentially
pathogenic bacterial genera. Each plot bar correspond to the ASVs
obtained at high- (S1), medium- (S2) and low-density (S3) systems.
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potential pathogenic genus appeared to be Mycobacterium sp.,

followed by Pseudomonas sp. and Edwardsiella sp. (Figures 7, 8).

Mycobaceriosis has been documented in a wide range of wild and

captive species, including salmonids, cyprinids and others (Bruno

et al., 1998; Heckert et al., 2001; Gauthier and Rhodes, 2009;

Pourahmad and Nemati, 2013). Members of the Pseudomonas

genus are known to cause epithelial lesions on fish skin (Pękala-

Safińska, 2018), although simultaneously some species are denitrifiers

and could be stablished in RAS biofilters, forming the biofilm

(Rurangwa and Verdegem, 2014; Ni et al., 2018). High mortality

rates in fish production sites caused by Edwarsiella sp. affecting
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
members from Clariidae and other families have been reported

(Reichley et al., 2017; Phuoc et al., 2020). African catfish tolerates a

wide range of rearing conditions, although the sum of several stressors

could result in a disease outbreak, as it was reported by Walakira et al.

(2014). The abundance of potentially pathogens encountered in our

study, especially at the intensive and semi-intensive systems with

stocking densities of up to approximately 89 kg fish/m3 production

volume, may not directly affect fish health and/or growth

performance when water quality and other physicochemical

parameters are still adequate (Mannan et al., 2012). Additionally,

some of the taxonomical groups found, such as Mycobacterium,
A

B

C

FIGURE 9

Fish stocking density (kg/m3) of the three sampled systems (A, medium-density system; B, high-density system; C, low-density system) before and after
sampling represented in blue color. The red line indicates the date where each sample was obtained. Values of water dissolved oxygen (O2) are
represented in orange color, pH in grey and conductivity (EC) in yellow.
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include species which are not considered opportunistic or pathogens.

Consequently, other methodologies able to determinate up to species

taxonomical level, such as classical microbiology methods for single

growth and identification of the bacterial strain, should be

implemented in further studies.

Overall, the observed dissimilarities between the three aquaculture

systems were the result of manifold factors, such as the system itself, the

species reared or the microorganisms of the water supply, which shape

and characterize the microbiome. However, in our case the

communities from the biofilter had the same origin. Thus, we

observe how the communities share most of the phyla and its

composition is highly similar, although fish densities change between

S1 and S3. This trait could be observed at the graph for differential

abundances (Figure 4C). Other studies report how a mature biofilter

may contribute to establish a stable and more resilient water

microbiome (Dahle et al., 2022), which would explain the

relationship between S1 and S3. Previous microbiome studies only

focused on higher taxonomic orders and omit classifying families or

genera, suggesting there is some misleading and/or loss of information.

In addition, here we obtain a general view of how bacterial community

behaves at conditions that commercial production systems would

experience. Consequently, the interpretations of bacterial community

shifts could have a practical utility for the enhancement of aquaculture

practices. In summary, the ability of microbial communities to change

within a few days and to adapt their functionality to new

physiochemical environmental conditions (Li et al., 2021) makes the

definition of the RAS microbiome very difficult. Also in our study, the

microbiome seemed to rapidly react to harvesting, water exchange rates

and number of fish and feed in the systems, demonstrating the

opportunistic nature of the observed taxa and community. The water

microbiome is part of the environment and is also strongly influenced

by the biofilm of biofilters, fish skin mucus, gut microbiomes and other

microbial inputs from the air (Minich et al., 2020). These factors

contribute to the formation of a microbial community that has been

significantly associated with numerous diseases. Indeed, it is evident

that there is an interaction between the surrounding environment and

the fish mucus host microorganisms, which plays a key role in the

immune system of the fish and forms a barrier against pathogenic

agents (Cabillon and Lazado, 2019). Therefore, to localize which

compartment of the aquaculture system was especially colonized by

potentially pathogenic bacteria and its differences between fish stocking

densities and/or kg of fish per tank may be of great utility so as to

implement preventive actions against specific pathogens.
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